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• I want it when I want it [time-shifting]
• I want it how and where I want it       
[place-shifting]

• I want to be able to influence, talk back, 

determine [DIRECTION-shifting]
• I want real value for my attention - or else...

[attention-shifting]

Emerging cultural practices...
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Why does Internet seem to win over TV?

•More choices, more diversity
•My schedule (not theirs)
•Sharing is easy (showing friends!)
•We can talk back, comment, 
influence, co-produce....

•It’s free (or feels like it)
•The web works on all platforms 
(Mobile!)
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•Highspeed Wireless Internet 

everywhere
•Broadband content in the car
•Radios & TVs with WLAN chips
•Smart phones with DAB & WLAN

•Internet as easy as a 
TV remote control
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•Filter
•Aggregate
•Curate
•Contextualize
•Be trusted
•Host the 
Conversations

Broadband  Broadcasting Opportunities
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6 ideas for Broadcasting in the coming Broadband era

1.Broadcasters should be & remain the best 
possible curators, on all platforms

2.Broadcasters should support time-shifting
3.Broadcasters should support convergence
4.Broadcasters should support sharing
5.Broadcasters should support interactivity 

& engagement
6.Broadcasters should embrace community 

& conversation
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